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Inertial focusing in a pressure-driven flow refers to the positioning of particles transverse to the
mean flow direction that occurs as a consequence of a finite particle Reynolds number. In channels
with rectangular cross-sections, and for a range of channel aspect ratios and particle confinement,
experimental results are presented to show that both the location and the number of focusing
positions depend on the number of particles per unit length along the channel. This axial number
density is a function of both the channel cross-section and the particle volume fraction. These results
are rationalized using simulations of the particle-laden flow to show the manner in which
hydrodynamic interactions set the preferred locations in these confined flows. A criterion is
presented for the occurrence of a stepwise transition from one to two or more trains of particles.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3478311$

At small but finite particle Reynolds numbers, particles
in a well-established pipe flow migrate across streamlines to
specific positions in the channel or tube cross-section.1–8

Such focusing of particles is a consequence of inertia and
was first observed in channels with a circular cross-section,
where the particles migrate to an annular region approxi-
mately three-fifths of the radius from the center.1 In this ge-
ometry, the underlying mechanisms have been studied exten-
sively, and particle focusing is understood to arise from the
force balance between a wall effect that pushes the particles
toward the center of the channel and a shear-gradient-
induced migration that pushes particles toward the
boundary.9–12 More recently, inertial focusing has been ob-
served in channels with square and rectangular cross-
sections, where the particle size often approaches the dimen-
sions of the channel cross-section.6–8,13,14 Because this
phenomenon localizes the particles to specific positions, it
has been used for separation, filtration, and improved encap-
sulation efficiencies, and has the potential for incorporation
into microfluidic lab-on-a-chip technologies.6–8,15 While the
focusing positions and particle ordering in these confined,
rectangular cross-sections have been described6–8,14 and the
lift force on particles in square cross-section channels has
been investigated,13 questions remain. In particular, conse-
quences of the combination of confining geometries, inertia,
and particle concentration have not been characterized.

Given the intense interest in the application of microflu-
idic approaches for manipulating particles and cells, there is
a need to develop prediction methods based on understand-
ing the basis of this inertially modulated ordering. To address

this need, in this letter, we study the effects of particle con-
centration and channel geometry on inertial focusing in mi-
crofluidic channels with rectangular cross-sections. We find
that both the location and the number of focusing positions
depend on the number of particles per unit length along the
channel, which is a function of both the channel cross-
section and particle volume fraction. Finally, we present a
model in the form of a scaling law for the transitions in
observed particle ordering and rationalize the results using
numerical simulations to characterize the hydrodynamic
interactions.

We fabricate 6 cm long microfluidic channels in
poly!dimethylsiloxane" using standard soft-lithography
techniques.16 The channels have a rectangular cross-section
that remains constant along the length of the channel. Poly-
styrene beads !Duke Scientific" with diameter d=9.9 !m are
dispersed in water with 0.1% w/v of polyethylene glycol
sorbitan monolaurate !Tween 20, Sigma-Aldrich" to prevent
aggregation. The particles are density matched with an aque-
ous solution of iodixanol !Optiprep, Sigma-Aldrich" so that
the density "=1.05 g /cm3 and the dynamic viscosity #
%1 cP. The resulting suspension is loaded into a 1 ml glass
syringe !Hamilton" and flowed through the microfluidic
channel at constant flow rate, q, using a syringe pump !Har-
vard Apparatus". To observe the positions of the beads, we
use a high-speed camera !Vision Research" mounted on an
inverted optical microscope !Leica".

Although the particles are initially located randomly
within the channel cross-section, they migrate in the direc-
tions transverse to the flow and assume characteristic focus-
ing positions and spacings, as shown schematically in Figs.
1!a"–1!c". The behavior is shown for a range of particle vol-
ume fractions $ and channel widths w in Figs. 1!d"–1!f". The
channel height h=25 !m and average flow speed u
=0.3 m /s are fixed so that the experiments show the influ-
ence of changing the aspect ratio of the channel cross-
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section. The Reynolds number, Re=uD /%= #6.7,10.7$,
where D= !2wh" / !w+h" is the hydraulic diameter of the
channel and % is the kinematic viscosity. The particle Rey-
nolds number, Rep=Re!d /D"2, falls in the range #0.8, 1.3$.

The images shown in Figs. 1!d"–1!f" illustrate several
phenomena. First, particles focus to the center of the longer
dimension of the channel and to either side of the centerline
in the short dimension, as previously reported.7 Second,
trains of particles with regular spacing are observed in the
axial flow direction !here x", again in agreement with previ-
ous reports.5–7,17 Third, we find that there is a systematic
increase in the number of rows of ordered particles in the
lateral direction !y", as $ or w increases.

To quantify the particle ordering in both the axial and
lateral directions, we define a relative occupancy function,
p!r", determined by building a histogram for the location of
all neighbors around each reference particle and normalizing
by the bin size. The resulting function is normalized to the
maximum for each condition by dividing by the largest
value. The centers of the particles are found using custom-
ized tracking routines.18 Plots of p!r" for several $ in a chan-
nel of w=160 !m and h=25 !m illustrate the tendency for
the formation of more trains when the number of particles
within a section of the channel increases !Fig. 2". Each of
these p!r" represents data from at least 700 individual par-
ticles. Local maxima in the p!r" indicate the most probable
particle center spacings. Note that the p!r" are for a two-
dimensional projection.

We observe that p!r" exhibits maxima in both the lateral
and axial directions !Fig. 2". The maxima in the axial direc-
tion indicate the most often observed center-to-center par-
ticle spacing in the direction of flow. As one moves along the
x-axis from left to right, the peaks indicate the distance in the
flow direction to nearest neighbors at separation !, second
nearest neighbors at roughly 2!, and so on. The positions of
these peaks do not change appreciably as $ increases. The
number of maxima in the y-direction indicates the number of
particle trains, m, in the lateral direction. We find a system-
atic increase in m as $ increases, as shown by Figs. 1!d"–1!f"
and 2. The variation of m with $ is shown in Fig. 3!a". In this

system $=&!'d3 /6wh", where & is the axial number density,
i.e., the number of particles per unit length in the x-direction.

We postulate that at sufficiently low $, only a single
particle train is present. This occurs when & is sufficiently
low, namely, when &(1 /!. As & increases, a point is
reached where another bead cannot be added to the single
particle train, while still maintaining the preferred axial spac-
ing, !, and thus a second bead train is formed. If this hypoth-
esis is correct, then a transition from one bead train to two
should occur when 1 /&=! or &d=d /!=6$wh /'d2. Simi-
larly, there should be a transition from two bead trains to
three when 6$wh /'d2=2d /!. In general, an increase in the
number of bead trains from m to m+1 is expected to occur
when

6$wh

'd2 =
md

!
, !1"

where m is a positive integer.
We plot the number of bead trains in the lateral direction

as a function of 6$wh /'d2 in Fig. 3!b". The number of bead
trains in the lateral directions increases from 1 to 2 around
6$wh /'d2=0.5 and from 2 to 3 around 6$wh /'d2=1, in
agreement with the criterion presented in Eq. !1" with
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FIG. 1. #!a"–!c"$ Schematics showing typical particle positions in a rectan-
gular channel after inertial focusing. !a" Three-dimensional projection. !b"
Projection of !a" onto the longer channel wall. !c" Projection of !a" onto the
shorter channel wall. #!d"–!f"$ Images illustrating inertial ordering in rectan-
gular channels for a range of channel widths, w, and bead volume fractions,
$, at the end of a 6 cm long channel with height h=25 !m. The flow rate
is adjusted to achieve the same average flow speed, u=0.3 m /s. Flow is
from left to right. Volume fractions: !d" $=0.004, !e" $=0.008, and !f" $
=0.016. Scale bar=100 !m. For w=40, 80, 160 !m channel perspective
is as in !b". For w=20 !m channel perspective is as in !c".

FIG. 2. A grayscale map illustrating p!r" for 9.9 !m diameter beads in
channels with width w=160 !m and height h=25 !m as measured at the
end of a 6 cm long channel. The flow rate, q=64 !l /min, corresponds to an
average flow speed, u=0.3 m /s. The volume fractions are !a" $=0.004, !b"
$=0.008, and !c" $=0.016. #!a"–!c"$ correspond to Figs. 1!d"–1!f", respec-
tively. The values of p!r" are normalized so that maximum value in each
grayscale map is equal to one.
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!%2d. This result allows for substantially better collapse of
data for channels with different cross-section.

Next, we determine the average axial spacing ! as a
function of $ for a range of channel cross-sections in Fig.
4!a". The axial spacing does not depend strongly on channel
cross-section or on the volume fraction, and !%22 !m
%2.2d #Fig. 4!a"$. Values of ! have previously been reported
for other experimental conditions: in cylindrical tubes5 with
d= #1 /17,1 /33$D values of ! in the range #2.4,4.5$d !! de-
creasing as Rep increases" were reported for Rep%1; rectan-
gular channels7 with cross-section of 27)52 !m2 and Rep

=0.4 yielded !=2.5d with d=9.9 !m; and square channels6

with cross-section of 50)50 !m2 and Rep=3.1 yielded !
=3.6d for d=10 !m. The values of ! found here agree with
the values reported for rectangular channels.7

To examine the physical mechanisms underlying the ob-
served regular axial spacing, we perform numerical simula-
tions at finite Re in a wall-bounded geometry using the lat-
tice Boltzmann method.19,20 First, we compute the steady
disturbance flow around an isolated particle. A particle size
of d=24 lattice units is chosen and the size of the computa-
tional box is 10d)4d)2.5d. We implement no-slip at the
walls and periodicity in the flow direction. Pressure-driven
flow is imposed by applying the same steady force density at
each lattice node.19 The particle starts from an arbitrary lo-
cation in the cross-section and migrates to its equilibrium
location at the center of the longer side, and is displaced

from the centerline in the short dimension !see Fig. 1". In
Fig. 4!b", we plot, for Rep=1.25, the steady streamlines in a
frame moving with the particle center in the xy-plane passing
through the midline of the longer channel wall.

The streamline structure in the vicinity of the particle
#Fig. 4!b"$ is similar to that for simple shear flow at
Rep=O!1".21–23 It is characterized by open and reversing
streamline regions with the addition of a near-field spiraling
region. The small dimensions of the channel allow a particle
in one-half to disturb the flow in the other half of the chan-
nel. This results in two inward spiraling regions, centered at
A and B, on either side of the particle, and a saddle point
indicated by C.

In the case of a simple shear flow, it has been shown that
the trajectories of a second particle are qualitatively similar
to the streamlines around a single particle in both Stokes24

and finite-Reynolds-number flows.21 It is therefore expected
that in a fully developed flow, a second neighboring particle
would migrate to the center of spirals generated by the first
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FIG. 3. !Color online" Number of bead trains in the lateral direction, m, as
a function of !a" $ and !b" 6$wh /'d2. Particles are flowing in channels with
heights h=25 and 50 !m and widths w=40, 80, and 160 !m. Data are
taken at the end of a 6 cm long channel. Dashed lines included as a guide for
the eye. Note that the three transitions from one to two beads indicated in !a"
span almost an order of magnitude in $, while the reduced linear number
density shown in !b" brings the transitions to within a factor of 2 of each
other.
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FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Experimentally measured average distance in the
direction of flow to the nearest particle as a function of volume fraction, $,
in channels with heights h=25 and 50 !m and widths w=40, 80, and
160 !m. Data are taken at the end of channels with length L=6 cm. The
average flow speed is u=0.3 m /s for all data shown. !b" Streamlines around
an isolated particle in the xz plane computed using lattice Boltzmann simu-
lations. The solid and dotted circles suggest positions of adjacent particles.
!c" Axial separation for spheres at the equilibrium relative to both walls as a
function of time made dimensionless by dividing by w /2u, as computed by
the lattice Boltzmann method.
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particle. This observation suggests that nearest neighbor par-
ticles #shown by open circles in Fig. 4!b"$ should be centered
at points A and B, setting !%2d. Note that the adjacent
particle will subsequently disturb the flow lines, favoring the
positioning of a third particle at location D, at an axial sepa-
ration of approximately 2l%4d. We have performed compu-
tations for channel dimensions of 6d)3d and found that
!%2.25d for this case, suggesting that ! increases as the
particles are less confined.

To further support our argument that hydrodynamic in-
teractions set !, we simulate the motion of a pair of spheres
that are initially separated by a range of distances in the flow
direction but located roughly at their inertial focusing equi-
librium points with respect to the channel walls. While not
addressed here, the axial distance required to reach this con-
figuration scales as Rep

!1 and is addressed in other works.25

Figure 4!c" shows the axial spacing between the pair as a
function of dimensionless time ut /h for two initial separa-
tions. The pair approaches on a damped oscillatory trajectory
and eventually reaches a steady axial spacing of !=1.95d;
the form of the trajectory depends on the channel dimensions
as the oscillations are less pronounced for the same Re in a
6d)3d channel. The computed steady separation compares
favorably with our experimental measurements. Note that in
Stokes flow, reversibility implies that relative trajectories are
set by the initial condition. As a consequence, for the condi-
tions of Fig. 4!c", the Stokes trajectory would either execute
a periodic motion or the separation distance must vary mono-
tonically with time. Motion to a specific location is thus a
result of inertia. This result is true even if the structure of the
streamlines is largely similar to that in Stokes flow within the
geometry; this is the case here as the flow relative to a single
particle at Re!0 is visually similar with reversing zones,26

although the spiraling is apparently due to inertia. With axial
spacing set by hydrodynamic interactions, the physical
mechanism underlying the number of particle trains in the
lateral direction, as presented in Eq. !1", is better illuminated.

In conclusion, we have probed the effects of inertia, at
low but finite particle Reynolds numbers, and particle con-
centration in confining channels with rectangular cross-
section. We observe multiple parallel trains of particles. In-
vestigation of the influence of the channel cross-section and
particle volume fraction results in a criterion that predicts the
number of particle trains. We find that the axial spacing
for inertially focused particles is similar to that reported in
previous experiments that cover a range of channel
cross-sections.5–7 Furthermore, we use simulations to inves-
tigate the mechanism underlying this regular spacing and
find that confinement in the channel leads to fixed points in
the flow with respect to the particle, and these roughly define
the positions of neighboring particles in the axial direction.
Inertially influenced hydrodynamic interaction is thus the
mechanism for the appearance of multiple particle trains as
concentration is increased.
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